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Tēnā koutou katoa, and welcome to our  Koanga/ Spring 
newsletter 
Hello to you all, I am glad to report that we continue to work 
productively with predator and weed control in the 
Ohinetonga Scenic Reserve and Owhango surrounds.  As you 
will see from the statistics, there have been a reasonable 
amount of predators caught, with some lines/traps more 
effective than 
others.                                                                                          
Advocacy work has also been productive  - World Rivers’ Day 
was deemed another success, with folk attending from all 
around the region, keen to help us plant trees and start 
trapping in their own areas.  We all then enjoyed an 
informative presentation on our pekapeka-tou-roa/longtailed 
bats.                                                                                         
The calendars have sold well again, with only 19 of 180 left to 
sell!  Many thanks go to the photograph contributors and 
Marion Johnston, who compiled this year’s 
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calendar.                                                                                  
I would also like to acknowledge the commitment and input 
of our trapping volunteers, who are out checking their trap 
lines every week, rain, hail or shine.  Not always the most 
glamorous of tasks, especially in these warmer 
months.                                                                                    
There have been several sightings of whio ducklings on the 
Whakapapa awa/river recently, which is heartening.  The 
forest birds also seem to have had a good breeding 
season.                                                                                     
So to conclude, I would like to wish you all a safe, happy and 
healthy festive season and thanks, as always, for your ongoing 
support.                                    

If you would like to contribute in any way to Owhango Alive, 
just drop us an email and we’ll welcome you aboard! 

Best wishes, 

Mark Fredericks – Owhango Alive Chairman. 
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–  Trap Data 01/07/21 – 30/11/21 –  
Feral Cat – 9, Ferret – 1, Hedgehog – 24, Mice – 47, Possum – 27, Rat – 166, Stoat – 1, 

Weasel – 7, = 282.  

The total of predators we have caught to date is 6507 

–  Sponsors Trap Data – 
Count - Kill Kill             
Sponsor Mouse Rat Rat - Norway Rat - Ship Stoat Weasel Total Result 
Anderson-Smith 
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Derek & Ann Percy (Swimming Hole 1) 
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Derek & Ann Percy (Swimming Hole 2) 
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Fa'i Pudney, Tauranga 
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Margie Riley (Lagoon 18) 
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Margie Riley (Tawa 1) 
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Marsaili Cash (Boat Hole 22) 
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Marsaili Cash (Boat Hole 3A) 
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Marsaili Cash (Swimming Hole 7A)        
Martin Bond 
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McEntee Family: “Stumbleduck” 
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McEntee Family: “Weasel Vin Diesel” 
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Nan & Malcolm Pullman 
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Ngakonui Valley School 
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Opie Family        
Phil & Kate Taylor  3 1   3 7 
Rachel & Marty Cashin  1   1  2 
Richard & Felicity Porter        
Sally & Mark        
Simmonds family, Melbourne   1    1 
Stent Family   1    1 
Shirley & Kevin McEntee        
Taumarunui Auto Centre  1 1    2 
The Golden Family        
Weir Family  1 3    4 
Total Result 1 18 29 1 3 4 56 
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–  World Rivers Day  – 
–  Eilish Conchie  –   

 

Despite the weather and low-key nature of the event following our most recent lockdown, 
a large group turned out at Whakapapa Bridge donning raincoats and carrying spades to 
celebrate our awa (river) and ngahere. (bush) A karakia by Matt Howell (Ngati Hakairo) and 
a talk by Reverend Mervyn Aitken opened the day, reminding us to care for our rivers and 
cherish our environment. Led by Owhango Alive volunteers, Sally Lashmar, Mark 
Fredericks, and Brenda Martin, and Tania Bramley from Landcare Trust New Zealand, we 
set about digging holes along the trail downstream towards the boat hole and around the 
carpark at the bridge. All ages could be seen, casting sprinkles of fertilizer into the ground 
before relocating native plants to their final spot.  

Many hands made light work and as the rain started to pour, we made our way to the 
pavilion at the Owhango Domain. There, Luke and Sarah from the Department of 
Conservation enlightened us as to the complex social lives and habits of pekapeka-tou-roa 
(long-tailed bats) and pekapeka-tou-poto (short-tailed bats). Should you venture out around 
in the hour following dusk in Owhango by the Whakapapa River, Ohinetonga Road, the 
tennis courts, or down O’Donnell Road, you might spot some of our resident pekapeka-
tou-roa, who are most active at night, particularly in the summer months. These bats feed 
on invertebrates and live in colonies of up to one hundred members in tall, old trees. 
Tracking these creatures with location devices superglued to their backs and performing 
catch-and-release data gathering operations, Luke and Sarah are working hard to learn more 
about our pekapeka so we are better able to support them in our local environment and 
throughout New Zealand.  

Mark closed the talk with a friendly reminder to keep your cats indoors at night as a 
means of protecting our pekapeka and our native forest birds. Matt blessed our kai, and 
the meeting ended with locals and experts alike conversing with some delicious treats 
prepared by Marion Johnston. Mary Lacy, and Carol O’Donnell. I’m sure the community 
is looking forward to an evening stroll around Owhango this summer to spot some of our 
bats flitting around the river by the edge of the bush. Owhango Alive is planning to have 
a bat-spotting evening, so watch this space for upcoming details.  
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–  Kakahi Terrace Picnic Table  –  
–  Karen Erni  – 

Owhango Residents and Ratepayers Incorporated Society (ORRIS) members Karen Erni 
and Brian Goodwin met on October 20th at the Kakahi Terrace Swimming Pool to install 
a picnic table.                 

The picnic table and benches were made by Owhango Alive’s maintenance man, David 
Johnston.  Owhango Alivers - Mark Fredericks, Andrew Dewing and Peter Brenner were 
there also to help with the installation. 

Owhango Alive had been successful in securing a Trust Power Heartlands Community 
Grant for the picnic table some time ago, 
but until the big pine tree that towered over 
the Swimming Pool area had been felled, 
the table was stored at Tim and Doreen 
Leahy’s shed. 

The picnic table now resides in a tranquil 
and peaceful spot, overlooking the historic 
Kakahi Stream Swimming Pool. 

ORRIS would like to thank Owhango 
Alive for their donation and all involved 
with the installation of the picnic table. 

 

–  Sara’s Trapping Adventures  –  
–  Sara McIntyre  – 

 

It’s so rewarding to see that our trapping endeavours are beginning to branch beyond the 
perimeters of the Ohinetonga Scenic 
Reserve. 
 

Last newsletter we heard from Dave and 
Judy Edhouse about their trapping 
experiences at their home just north of 
Owhango. 
 

This newsletter we trek down the valley 
to a fellow trapper down in Kakahi. 
Sara McIntyre lives down by the 
Whakapapa River, and it’s one of her 
traps that has this wonderful view (photo 
on right), which has had particular 
success. 
 

In the past, her veranda was a bit of a highway for the roof dwellers that come up from 
the bush and the river. The scuffling sounds and other ways of disruption motivated Sara 
to place a trap in this spot, a bit like a highway policeman catching speeding cars.  

Photo - Sara McIntyre 
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Last year in autumn this particular trap caught 10 rats, and this year 4 rats, one hedgehog 
and now a stoat! 
 

The ceiling is now silent and the highway a great deal quieter. 
Bean, Sara’s dog, has caught three rats herself around the garden. 
The traps down in the reserve that surround the Whakapapa river have great potential for 
further trapping successes. 
 
 

–  Boat Hole Working Bee  –  
–  Sally Lashmar  – 

 

The privet along the Boat Hole Track was 
starting to become a problem, so we 
organised a working bee to get stuck into it, 
along with help from DOC staff.   
 

The day was perfect for cutting and pasting 
this invasive plant – clear skies and actually, 
a bit hot!  7 DOC staff arrived at 9.30am, 
armed with chainsaws, hand saws, loppers 
etc and proceeded to deal to the privet 
along the track, and also the cotoneaster and 
privet above the roadside, going back up the hill.  
With 7 DOC staff and 4 Owhango Alivers, a dent was certainly made in the invasive 
weeds.  It was surprising how big some of the privet was and given that it’s coming up to 
flowering time, we are stoked that a significant number of plants have been removed.  Of 
course, this is ongoing work, but with 10 people slogging away for a few hours, a 
difference has surely been made.  Peter and Mark focussed on weed-eating the sides of 
the track, as it had become very overgrown with the enthusiastic spring growth.  Heather 
and Sally pulled blackberry and hauled privet “trees” to the trailer. 
                                                 
Many thanks to all involved, it was a very productive day.       
We plan to have another working bee with DOC staff in February, to keep chipping away 
at the weeds. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Photo – Sally Lashmar 

Photo – Sally Lashmar 
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–  The Songs of the Tui–  
–  John Martin  –   

 

Tuis have beautiful voices – 
but they can also sound like 
they’re nursing a bad cough. 
 

Having two voice boxes is 
how they sing their incredibly 
varied song that combines 
clicks, barks, cackles and 
wheezes. Some of their sounds 
can be too high for humans to 
hear, so if you see a silent tui 
with its beak open and chest 
puffed out – you’ll know why. 
Tuis are also great mimics and 
Maori prized them for their 
ability to imitate things, 
keeping them in cages to welcome people onto the marae. 
 

Akin to the copy-cat capabilities of parrots, the tui’s capacity for mimicry has been known 
for centuries. Early European settlers kept pet tui, as did Maori, and there are several 
accounts of tui that have been taught to talk and sing. Farmer and ornithologist, Herbert 
Guthrie-Smith, whilst observing a female tui on her nest in the early 20th century - “We 
were close to her, yet she sang as if her song could have no ending, as if the world was too 
full of the ecstasy of life of wrong and rapine to exist.” This moment also captures 
another unique quality of this bird, they are the only one of their species to sing whilst 
sitting in their nests. 
 

The tui, it seems, could be one of the most intelligent and socially literate birds on Earth. 
They have certainly used their intelligence to adapt and thrive with admirable fortitude, 
forbearing the triple blight of deforestation, colonisation and predator invasion better 
than any other endemic bird. Although our record of caring for them is far from perfect, 
they have already forgiven us so much, and signals are that tui with thrive wherever we 
encourage them. 
  

Photo - John Martin 
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–  Kiwi Egg Retrieval  – 
–  Andrew Dewing  – 

 

Hi everyone, 

I wanted to share my  experience with collecting kiwi eggs with Jerome, Owhango’s 
resident DOC Kiwi 
Ranger.                                                                                                                     

I must be on his volunteer list, as I got a call on Saturday night asking me if I would like 
to go with him to help bring some kiwi eggs 
back.  They were over the bridge and close to 
the road – I said “ok, no 
worries!”                                                            

So, up at 6.00am, on a 3 degree drizzly 
morning. Armed with plenty of warm layers and 
a raincoat – Jerome picks me up at 6.30am in 
his side-by-side buggy and off we go, across the 
Whakapapa bridge and into the Tongariro 
Forest.  

Ferrets  are roaming about at this time of year, 
looking for a mate and their own territory – and they can cover a huge (several thousand 
hectares) area. An adult kiwi had been killed by a ferret several weeks prior to our 
excursion, so extra traps had been put out which we checked on our 
way.                                                                

We passed the Top track intersection, which leads on to Ten Man Hut, 22kms in – a little 
bit further and we stopped. Jerome got his tracking gear out and we set off to find the 
tagged kiwi.    

Once located, he got the transporting 
gear  for the eggs out, which was a chilly 
bin with 2 egg shaped hollows cut in a 
block of foam, lined with two old 
possum fur socks.  Jerome pulled the 
eggs out of the nest and with a torch, 
located the air pockets, marking their 
with a pencil. Placing them into the 
possum lined nooks in the chilly bin, 
taking care that the air pockets were 
facing upwards, Jerome carried the 
golden eggs to the buggy, instructed me 
to get seated and belted in. I was given 

the task of holding the precious cargo, facing it in a certain way. A slow journey back, 

Photo – Jerome Guillotel 

Photo – Jerome Guillotel 
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avoiding the many potholes and bumps ensured the eggs made their way out of their 
natural habitat in perfect condition.  

The next stage was to hand the eggs over to a DOC colleague in Whakapapa.  From 
there, they were going to Rainbow Springs in Rotorua where they will be incubated until 
hatched.                                                                                                                 

The two eggs were 60 and 45 days old when we picked them up and should hatch at 78-
80 days.  Normally, the male kiwi sits on the eggs until hatched – this kiwi was called 
Jocko.   

Fingers crossed the eggs hatch, now safe from predation. 

 

Throughout the month  of June this 
year, bat recorders were placed in 
various locations through the 
Ohinetonga scenic reserve to record any 
bat activity that could be taking place. 
An article that was published in our 
local newspaper  (pictured on right) 
back in the 12th of February 1985 shows 
that bat life has been around in 
Owhango for much longer than some 
of our locals. 
 

Over the years there is knowledge of 
these little creatures inhabiting the reserve, however it is exciting to finally have some data 
confirming that they are still well and truly there and thriving. 
Their presence serves as a validation of our efforts to control the pests in our area.  
 

Pekapeka-tou-roa (Long tail bats), are 
considered an endangered species in 
New Zealand, their lives threatened 
by pests such as rats and stoats. 
Another contributing factor to their 
endangerment is habitat loss, as these 
little creatures are very specific with 
the places they like to call home. 
They tend to favour older trees and 
in summer like to have multiple 
roosting spots, hence why a diverse, 

mature bush habitat is required for them to thrive.  
These little critters are truly little, weighing only on average about 10g. They can fly at up 
to 60km per hour and their home range can be as large as 100km²  

–   Bats  –  
–   Davina Zimmer  –   

Photo – DOC NZ 
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Their diet consists of aerial insects such as flies, moth and beetles. Perhaps they could 
become a new form of fly control as we approach the hotter summer months? 
The data captured by these recorders come as no surprise, as we have known of the 
pekapeka-tou-roa presence in the bush, however it is quite amazing to have had such a 
high number in the readings, given that they usually go into a type of hibernation, known 
as torpor, in the winter to conserve energy.   
 

If you would like to know more about the Pekapeka-tou-roa, below is a link to a 
documentary created by local DOC ranger Sarah Cull-Luketina. 
 
Battling Extinction documentary link - https://vimeo.com/136885039  
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–  Young Voices  –  
 

The findings of the bat recorders in the Ohinetonga Scenic Reserve inspired the creative 
minds of Reagan Hoban’s Junior room class at Owhango Primary School to create some 
arts and crafts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Photo – Reagan Hoban 

Photo – Reagan Hoban 
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–  Auto Traps  – 
–  Sally Lashmar  –  

 

 

In early October, Mark and I travelled to 
Whakatane to kick back in the campervan and 
pick up some sunshine.      

We took the opportunity while there to call into 
NZ Autotraps – the company that makes and 
services the AT220 traps which we have been 
using over the last 18 months or 
so.                                      

Kevin Bain, the inventor and producer of the 
AT220, was on site and showed us around the 
workshop, which was a hive of industry – with 
several staff busy making and putting together 
the components of these complex 
traps.                                                     

It was great to 
see a 
successful 
New Zealand business thriving, with orders coming out 
their ears!  We had been introduced to the AT220 by 
Danial van der Lubbe from DOC Ohakune over 2 years 
ago when he gave us a couple to 
use.                                                                  

The AT220 is a great trap for those harder to access 
places – the beauty of them being that they have a 
battery and lure pump and can be left in situ to keep 
catching over several weeks – the trap resets itself after 
being set off by a “visitor” who had ventured up the 
ramp, put its head in the trap mouth and BANG.   Very 
quick, humane and effective.  A few minutes later, the 
trap mouth reopens and it’s ready to go again.  It is 
effective for rats and opossums.          

Owhango Alive thanks the Central North Island Blue 
Duck Trust for providing the funds to buy 6 more of 
these traps, which are now out there doing their 
important work.  To date, 60 rats and 30 possums have 

been despatched in our little area with the traps, and counting! 

 
 
 

 

Photo – Sally Lashmar 

Photo – Mark Fredericks 
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–  Owhango Alive Calendar  – 
–  Sally Lashmar  – 

The Owhango Alive calendar has once again been a roaring success, with over 150 sold 
already and more being printed as I write.        
                           
We are very lucky to have some excellent photographers in our group, who are all willing 
to offer their photos to us for the annual calendar. Many thanks to those concerned – we 
love your photos!                                                            
The calendars are a great fundraiser for “the cause” with monies going towards more 
trapping equipment, trees etc.                                                 
They are popular gifts and several are posted overseas to folk who once resided in or have 
visited this area.                                                                             
Owhango Alive will be selling the remaining calendars at the December 5th Owhango 
Market Day or you can contact us at: owhangoalive@yahoo.com  to order one (or 
two!)   They are $20 each plus $5 if you would like them posted. 
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Carolyn (Kim) King (pictured left with her first 
book – the Handbook of New Zealand 
Mammals) has been a regular attendee at our 
annual World Rivers Day. She is also a published 
author of The Handbook of New Zealand 
Mammals, which is known to be the only book to 
provide definitive reference on all land breeding 
mammals in New Zealand.  
Kim’s knowledge has proven to contribute 
immensely to learning about the creatures that 
live in our own native backyard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
She has recently published a second book 
(pictured right). Here she further explains the 
history surrounding New Zealand’s invasion of 
smaller predators, such as rats, stoats, cats and 
ferrets.  
Both of her books are available both online 
and in stores and are definitely worth the read.  
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–  Photo Gallery  –  
The Ohinetonga Scenic Reserve is a pretty special place. Home of the swimming hole, 
end of the 42nd Traverse and the famous lagoon loop walk it’s a 
become known as a firm favourite pit stop for locals and those 
who come from afar.  
A go to walk for when family come to visit has led to Sally’s 

family becoming sponsors of 
Owhango Alive, her great- 
nephew and niece pictured here 
on the left and right, proudly 
posing with their traps.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
There is a tale of how the boat hold got its name (I’ll give you a clue, it has to do with a 
boat), but that’s a story for another time. Many 
gathered down at the river when the bridge that 
connects the two piece of bush was finally built 
(picture on the right) 
We take care of the Ohinetonga Scenic Reserve, as we 

do with things that we 
care about. The number 
of traps and kills that 
have been accomplished 
over the years mean that 
the bird life in the bush is 
thriving. Blue ducks 
swimming the 
Whakapapa River. Tui, 
kereru (wood pigeon), 
pītoitoi (north island 
robin), pipiwharauroa 
(shining cuckoo), and 
many more birds bring 
the trees alive with their musical melodies. 
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At times storms rip through and take out one or two branches, creating temporary 
roadblocks and fantastic photo opportunities. Can you spot Brenda Martin in the photo 
below on the right? 
To me the Ohinetonga Scenic Reserve is a place of many happy memories, a place of 
peace, quiet, and happiness.  
The place where mum took me in the front pack, walking me to sleep.  
The winding track down to the lagoon included in the walk that I, along with a line of 
eager students, skipped down, excited for the end of year fun day down at Brocks Farm.  
The loop trail, trodden many times by my sneakered feet that summer where mum taught 
teenager Davina to run.  
The shaded picnic table, and the swimming hole, both the places where I spent many fun 
filled hours with friends during those hot summer holidays.  
The bush holds many memories of life, and as we end the year it’s nice to sit for a 
moment and reflect on the moments throughout the 
year (even branching beyond the area of the Ohinetonga 
Scenic Reserve) that have made you smile. 
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        Marie te po, tapu te po                          Peaceful night, holy night, 

        Marino, marama.                                Calm, bright. 

        Ko te Whaea, me te Tama,                    By the mother and the son, 

        Tama tino tapu ra.                              The truly holy son there. 

        Moe mai i te aio,                                 Sleeping in peace, 

        Moe mai i te aio.                                 Sleeping in peace. 

                                                                                                                   

        Marie te po, tapu te po.                         Peaceful night, holy night. 

        Ka kite nga hepara,                              Shepherds behold, 

        Te kororia o te rangi,                            The glory in the sky, 

        Me nga ahera Hareruia.                      And angels ‘Halleluiah’. 

        Kua whanau te tamaiti,                       The child that has been born, 

        E Ihu te Karaiti.                               Is Jesus, the Christ. 
This brings Kaonga/ Spring issue to a close. 

Thank you to the following contributors who made this edition of our newsletter 

possible: 

o Eilish Conchie o Caroline (Kim) King 

o Andrew Dewing o Sally Lashmar 

o Karen Erni o Sarah Cull-Luketina 

o Mark Fredericks o John Martin 

o Clive Gifford o Sara McIntyre 

o Reagan Hoban & the students of 

Owhango Primary School Junior Class 

 

 

We hope you all have a wonderful Christmas however you may be spending it. 

Maybe we’ll cross paths in the bush cooling off in the Swimming Hole or walking off our 

Christmas lunch. 
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Mere Kirihimete! Merry Christmas! 

Davina Zimmer (editor) and the Owhango Alive team  


